Abstruct-We present a new perspective on effective bandwidths which allows us to squeeze the most from a network while still meeting QoS constraints. We show that if buffer space requirements are also considered, the effective bandwidth of a given stream can he considerably reduced. This reduction in capacity is shown to have little or no impact on the ability of the network to meet the QoS constraints of the stream. We also show that even with a fixed buffer threshold, Gaussian traffic streams can provide a multiplexing gain not predicted by traditional effective bandwidths.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the purpose of network dimensioning and connection admission control (CAC) it is important to have a simple method for estimating the network resources required under given traffic conditions. Effective bandwidths are a widely used method for achieving this goal [I] , [ 2 ] , [3] , [4] . The effective bandwidth is a single number which is assigned to each traffic stream, based on the properties of the traffic, the buffering in the network and the allowable overflow probability. This value represents the amount of network bandwidth required to satisfy the demands of that stream.
Instead of regarding the buffer space as a fixed parameter, in this paper we consider the requirements of a stream in terms of bandwidth and buffer space. We consider the case where the buffer size is increased proportionally with the link capacity. This gives a guarantee of two important QoS measures: the maximum allowable cell loss probability and the maximum queueing delay. In this way we decrease the capacity required to satisfy the traffic, without increasing the maximum delay.
This idea is somewhat related to the concept of "(0,~)-constrained" traffic streams as described by Kesidis in [5] . Kesidis defines a service rate p and buffer size 0 required to ensure that the traffic stream can be transmitted with zero loss. We relax this constraint, by permitting a small non-zero loss probability of E > 0.
Large deviations results have been produced for systems where the service rate and buffer size are scaled together [6] , [7] . These results have indicated that scaling the amount of buffer space available proportionately with the number of multiplexed traffic streams does allow for less capacity to be provided. In this paper we extend these results downwards from the highly multiplexed cases for which large deviations analysis is applicable and show that there are significant gains which can be made by applying this type of scaling even for quite small scaling factors.
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In Section I1 we give a brief summary of previous definitions of effective bandwidths. In Section 111 we describe our ideas for a more efficient effective bandwidths estimate. We elaborate upon these ideas with a concrete example by examining the M I M I 1 queueing system in Section IV. In Section V we derive expressions showing the extent of the gain possible using our scheme in an M / M / I system. In Section VI we show that for Gaussian traffic a multiplexing gain is possible even when the buffer threshold is held fixed. In Section VI1 we give results relating to the capacity requirements of a Gaussian arrival process without long range correlations, while in Section VI11 we consider long range dependent Gaussian arrivals.
CONVENTIONAL EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTHS
Traditionally, an effective bandwidth has two essential characteristics: (1) The effective bandwidth of a stream should be independent of the other streams with which it is mixed. (2) The effective bandwidth of the superposition of two independent traffic streams should be the sum of the effective bandwidths of the constituent streams. Effective bandwidths with these properties are a very useful tool in bandwidth allocation techniques, as they permit a variable bit rate stream to be treated as a constant bit rate stream with known bandwidth requirements. The cost of this simplicity is that statistical multiplexing gains are theoretically impossible.
The effective bandwidth for a traffic stream is the minimum bandwidth required carry that traffic, subject to meeting quality of service (QoS) requirements. Traditionally the QoS requirements of the traffic are reduced to the condition that a given buffer overflow probability not be exceeded.
More precisely, for a given arrival process, { A ( t ) } , the effective bandwidth is p . This value is defined as the minimum capacity such that, if { A ( t ) } is fed into an infinite buffer single server queue (SSQ) with capacity p , the probability of the queue occupancy exceeding a given threshold k is less than some pre-defined limit E.
If the queue length distribution function, Pr{Q 2 x} is known, then the effective bandwidth for given values of E and k can be readily determined by solving for p in
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IV. THE M / M / l SYSTEM
To illustrate the ideas of the previous section, we consider an M / M / 1 queue which is a FIFO SSQ with Poisson arrivals and exponential service times. By considering the M / M / 1 case we illustrate that gains are achieved in our new effective bandwidths scheme even for traffic sources in which there is no statistical multiplexing gain available.
Let the service rate of the queue be p and the mean arrival rate be h. Define p to be the queue utilization, i.e. the proportion of time that the server is active. The queue utilization is given by p = h / p . For an M/M/l queue, the overflow probability is given by has an exponential tail, and takes the form Pr{ Q 2 x} x e-((Plx. (2) where the exact form of the function <(.) is determined by the statistical characteristics of the stream. Equation (2) is an equality for pure Poisson arrivals, and is also a reasonable approximation for other Markovian traffic types [4] . Where Equation (2) applies, the effective bandwidth is given by
The effective bandwidths generated by Equation (3) meet both the requirements for effective bandwidths. For this reason, Equation (2) is a widely used approximation for the queue length distribution.
However there are a number of factors which limit the extent to which Equation ( 2 ) can be used. Although it is frequently assumed (as in [2] for example) that the weight of the exponential tail is approximately one, Equation (2) should be written as
to highlight the possibility of 6 << 1 or 6 >> 1. Furthermore, 6 is not necessarily independent of p . This possibility will be further elaborated when we consider Gaussian arrival processes in Section VI. As [l] shows, where 6 x 1 is not a valid assumption, effective bandwidths calculated in this fashion can be extremely inaccurate. If the traffic stream is long range dependent (LRD), the rate of decay of the queue length distribution may be much slower than exponential [7] , [8] , so Equation ( 2 ) is not applicable.
EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTHS -A NEW DEFINITION
The conventional definition of effective bandwidths assumes that the buffer size k is a constant which is not scaled up as the capacity increases. We consider the possibility of the buffer size being increased proportionally with the capacity of a link.
The effective bandwidth we calculate is defined to be the capacity required to ensure that when the traffic stream in question is fed through a single server queue with capacity p and buffer size k, the overffow probability does not exceed E. Unlike the traditional effective bandwidths case, we have the freedom to choose k . As in traditional effective bandwidths we constrain our choice of system parameters such that QoS requirements are met. To the overflow parobability we add the requirement that the maximum buffer delay does not exceed a maximum value 6. Thus k = p6.
(5 )
We calculate the network requirements of a given traffic stream by solving Equation (1) in conjunction with Equation (5). This gives the required capacity, p and buffer size k required to ensure a loss rate lower than & and a maximum queueing delay of 6.
To determine an effective bandwidth value for a given arrival rate h using the traditional definition, we simply solve Equation (6) for p , given a buffer size k and a maximum allowable probability of overflow E which gives effective bandwidth:
For fixed k and E the properties of independence and additivity required by traditional effective bandwidths apply to values of p calculated using Equation (7). As Equation (7) shows, if the arrival rate increases, the effective bandwidth increases proportionally. From this perspective it appears that no multiplexing gain is possible. If one Poisson source requires bandwidth p , then if we multiplex N identical sources of that type, they will require a total bandwidth of N p to guarantee the same overflow probability.
However, if we examine the buffering delay that the N sources experience when they are multiplexed together we discover that a gain is occurring in the system. A single Poisson source will have a maximum buffering delay of k/p. When N of these sources are multiplexed together, the delay for each source is improved by a factor of N , with each source having a maximum delay of k/(Np) .
We choose to trade this improvement in delay for a reduction in bandwidth requirements, using the new definition for effective bandwidths discussed in Section ID. We consider a system in which we have two key requirements: (1) that the overflow probability not exceed a maximum level E and (2) that the maximum delay experienced not exceed a given value, 6.
For the M/M/l queueing system, with arrival rate h, the maximum loss constraint is given by: Pr{Q>k}= (:)'<E and the maximum delay constraint is given by Equation (5). To show the advantages of our new definition of effective bandwidth, we use a simple example in which the arrival rate increases, but the delay and buffer overflow constraints are not altered. We compare the effective bandwidth calculated in this way with that generated by the traditional methods.
We consider a starting point where, given an original arrival rate, hl, we have already determined appropriate values for p1 (the original service rate) and kl (the original threshold level) so as to meet our QoS constraints. We then contemplate the multiplexing of N such streams to give a total arrival rate of i22 = NAl, and find expressions for the new service rate p2 and buffer threshold k2.
The allowable overflow probability remains the same, so
The worst case delay also remains constant, giving
Solving Equations (11) and (12) yields expressions for r((2 and k2 which are once again based on Lambert's W function:
By way of comparison, traditional effective bandwidths yield the following expressions in the equivalent scenario: pZ=pl?andk2=kl. and under these conditions ~1 = 2.13 and kl = 21.3. Given h2 = N h l , new values are calculated for the service rate p2 and buffer threshold k2. In both figures the curves labeled Case 1 represent the case where the buffer size is proportional to the service rate and the values of p2 and k2 are given by Equations (13) and (14), respectively. Case 2 provides the traditional effective bandwidths approach, where p2 = Np1 and k2 = kl .
In Figure 1 we see that when the buffer requirements of the traffic are permitted to expand in the way described (Case I ) , the utilization of the system can be radically improved, and quickly tends to 1. The traditional approach (Case 2 ) precludes a multiplexing gain, and we therefore see no improvement in utilization as the arrival rate increases. Figure 2 shows the source of this multiplexing gain. The traditional effective bandwidths approach (Case 2) sees an improvement in the maximum delay as the arrival rate is increased. In Case I , where the maximum delay is held constant, we "cash in" that improvement in delay in return for the reduction in the required capacity shown in Figure 1 .
VI. MULTIPLEXING GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
We now consider a more realistic traffic model, in the form of a discrete time deterministic SSQ fed by a Gaussian arrival process. Gaussian traffic models appear to be realistic in cer-tain situations, and as levels of aggregation increase, we expect the Gaussian model to become more generally applicable [lo] For the discrete time system, time is broken into fixed size intervals. Let A , be a continuous random variable representing the amount of work entering the system in time interval n. A , has mean h and variance 02.
This arrival process is fed into a server with fixed service rate p. We can see from Equation (1 5 ) that when a Gaussian arrival process is fed into a deterministic SSQ, the tail of the buffer overflow curve is approximately exponential in nature, as is assumed in the traditional effective bandwidths case. If we assume that this tail is the dominant factor in determining the buffer overflow probability, then no multiplexing gain is possible, unless we expand the buffer space supplied as we have suggested in Section III.
However, if we consider a highly correlated traffic stream, then v will be large and the value of s* will tend towards zero. At that stage the overflow probability will be approximated by Pr{Q > 0). In other words the overflow probability will be dominated by the weight of the tail, E, rather than the rate of the tail, s*. When v is sufficiently large, erf (--cr> x -E&
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VJi; 0-7803-7097-1/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE so from Equation (16) This can be rewritten as which is a function of z only. Since for large v, the probability of loss is mainly determined by E, it follows that in this situation, an appropriate dimensioning criterion will be to place a lower bound on I I. Since the parameters of the aggregated traffic stream are obtained by summing the m's and summing the 02's, this rule does imply a significant multiplexing gain. For example, if 100 identical traffic streams are multiplexed together, increasing the capacity of the server by a factor of 100 at the same time, the value of for the aggregated traffic stream will be 10 times that of the individual traffic streams.
If the m / o criterion is used, multiplying the server capacity by 100 is overdoing it.
In general, if N identical Gaussian streams are multiplexed together, the multiplexing gain in a bufferless system cannot be more than a, and may, in fact, be arbitrarily close to 1, depending upon the particular values of m and o2 [18] .
VII. THE SRD GAUSSIAN SYSTEM
Using the approximation for the queue length distribution given by Equation (15), it is possible to generate numerical estimates of the effective bandwidth for a given Gaussian traffic source with known mean (A), variance ( 0 ' ) and asymptotic variance rate (v). As in Section V, we examine the utilization and maximum delay values for increasing arrival rates. We start with a single traffic stream with mean arrival rate A, variance o2 and AVR v, and then consider arrival processes made up of N of these streams combined together for a range of values of N . For a Gaussian process all three parameters are additive, so the combined traffic sources will have mean arrival rate N h , variance N o 2 and AVR N v
In examining the Gaussian process, we add a third case to the two considered in previously. As before Case I refers to a case where we choose the effective bandwidth and buffer size values so as to meet the QoS constraints of allowable overflow probability and maximum delay value for the total traffic.Case 2 again presents the traditional effective bandwidths approach, precluding any multiplexing gain. In Case 3 we keep the buffer threshold fixed, but permit a multiplexing gain, i.e. we treat the multiplexed stream as a single Gaussian source with increased mean, variance and AVR and calculate the effective bandwidth for this multiplexed stream. In the M/M/1 queue Cases 2 and 3 yielded identical results, but the argument of Section VI suggests they differ in the Gaussian case. Figures 3 and 4 show the utilization and maximum delay values respectively for a range of levels of aggregation of Gaussian processes of this type. In these figures a single Gaussian The maximum delay permitted is 6 = 10 time intervals, and maximum overflow probability is E = Figure 3 shows that when we have a Gaussian arrival process, multiplexing gain is possible for a fixed buffer size. This confirms the applicability of the approximations given in Section VI which showed that such a multiplexing gain would be possible for adequately large v. Comparing Cases 2 and 3 in this figure shows that even when v is not very large, a multiplexing gain is possible. Case 1 shows us that permitting the overflow threshold to expand provides an even greater multiplexing gain. In Figure 4 we can see that, as in the M I M I 1 case, this improvement in utilization shown in Case I results from removing an improvement in buffering delay which occurs when multiplexing is based on traditional effective bandwidths. However, the multiplexing gain achieved in Case 3 occurs without altering the buffer, and the maximum buffering delay is practically unchanged when compared with Case 2.
VIII. THE LRD GAUSSIAN SYSTEM
It is now well accepted that many realistic traffic sources produce LRD traffic [4] , [19] , [20] . In this case the unfinished work distribution does not have a dominant exponential tail [7] , [8] . This implies that effective bandwidths given by Equation (3) are not applicable to traffic of this type.
To examine the impact of long range dependence in the arrival process, we now examine an LRD Gaussian process. We use the approximation for queueing performance from [ 111: in which
Other estimates for the weight of the tail F and a general method for determining the rate of the tail s*(k) are given in Note that the expression for an LRD Gaussian process differs from the equivalent SRD expression given in Equation (15) only in the rate of the tail, s*. The weight of the tail, C, is identical to that given in Equation (17) As in Figure 3 , we see that even without an increase in buffer size, a multiplexing gain is possible. In the example used in Figure 3 , v was only moderately large, and therefore the multiplexing gain achieved was reasonably small. In Figure 5 , the value of v is very large (in fact infinite!) and therefore the multiplexing gain achieved without altering the buffer threshold is more significant. The utilization level achieved in Case 1 is less significant in the LRD case than in the SRD case, reflecting the fact that with LRD traffic the tail of the queue length distribution decreases more slowly than exponential, and therefore an increase in the threshold value will have less impact on the overflow probability.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a new perspective on effective bandwidths. Rather than finding the bandwidth required to meet QoS guarantees for a fixed buffer size, we have chosen the effective bandwidth in conjunction with a buffering requirement. This pair of values is chosen so as to minimize the bandwidth required, while not exceeding the maximum delay given as part of the QoS requirements. Using this method, we have shown that the capacity requirements of traffic streams are significantly reduced. We have examined the impacts of our new definition, and have shown that the cost of this reduction is the removal of the decrease in the buffering delay that would occur under more traditional effective bandwidth schemes.
We have also shown that for Gaussian traffic some multiplexing gains are possible, even for a fixed buffer threshold. This implies that capacity savings are possible even without any flexibility in buffer allocations being required. If the buffer threshold is not fixed, the potential gains are even greater.
